DOUCET

DRAWER MASTER

DRAWER BOX ASSEMBLY CLAMP

IDEAL FOR CUSTOM AND VOLUME PRODUCTION RUNS

doucetinc.com DWM

PERFORMANCE ORIENTED MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS AND AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY
THE DWM DRAWER MASTER OFFERS THE RUGGED CONSTRUCTIONS AND EASE OF SET-UP OF HIGH PRODUCTION MACHINES AT A FRACTION OF THE PRICE.

The opening and closing of the clamp for different drawer widths is done by releasing a simple latch. With its ergonomic workstation suitable, the DWM assembles all type of joints.

Its two-hands control keeps the operator’s fingers away from the danger zone during the compression cycle.

- Rapid set jaw opening – no tools needed for setup
- 10" height by 24" width x 36" length capacity

OPTIONS
- Support stand for top side assembly of drawer bottom plate
- Riser bars for assembly of drawers with lipped fronts
- Support stand for bottom side assembly of drawer bottom plate
- Support bracket to facilitate assembly of drawer box top member
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